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Executive summary 

This summary report on the testing with the focus group will sum up the findings of the focus 

group and serve as input to finalize the narrative cases. They will be published on the project 

website soon after the event. 
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Deliverable’s Background  
 

As described under D3.7, the original concept of the focus group had to be altered due to the impact of 

the pandemic to a remote format, which then took place via phone calls with individual experts and 

consultations embedded in other online events.  

In this process of consultations, the cases were slightly further refined, for some, titles were altered to 

make them more expressive. In particular, the following considerations on selected case studies were 

taken into consideration: 

- The aspect of ‘jumping too short’ with the sole energy saving narrative (suggesting that all energy 

users are similarly keen on saving units of energy) was discussed intensely and the need for 

stressing more the overall economic optimization effect was clearly articulated 

- The suggestive element in the slogan ‘just transition’ was underlined to be potentially misleading 

/ counterproductive, articulating the need for a better narrative on the balance between chances 

and risks and assumptions on potential winners and losers of the transition (Avoid a ‘race for 

compensation’ if everyone declaring himself a ‘loser of the transition’) 

- The argument, that research and development institutions have a key role as ‘agents of change’ 

and promotors of a positive connotation of transition and favourably recognized innovation was 

strengthened 

- The role of civil society involvement for creating acceptance for energy efficiency policies was 

highlighted in the case on participation and communication 

- In the case on the image of technologies, the aspect of the desire of end consumers (e.g. 

houseowners) for modernity and comfortable living by an effective and efficient heating system 

/ insulation standard) was underlined 

- Regarding the case of transparent data bases, the hint to Eurostat as publicly available and 

trustworthy general data source was made, refining it by the aspects that always clear reference 

on the provenience of data (e.g. indicating if they stem from Eurostat) is essential but not always 

given, and further analysis based on such data similarly needs to follow clear, scientific and 

transparent methodologies 

- With respect to compensation schemes under e.g. a CO2-tax, the importance of an accompanying 

communication strategy from the beginning of the process was highlighted, referencing a.o. to 

the following experience: Limited impacts of carbon tax rebate programmes on public support for 

carbon pricing | Nature Climate Change 

- It was critically stated that throughout the project, all involved stakeholders had not ranked 

aspects of energy security very high (as clearly visible in the survey), despite explicitly being asked 

also in the stakeholder workshops.  

 

Finally, the order of cases was changed according to a cluster structure, and, following the actual 

geopolitical developments, a remark on the impact/interdependence of the Ukraine crisis was added: 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01268-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-021-01268-3
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 luster Par cipa on and Transparency

                                              

                                             

 luster Economic Aspects

                                                                  

                                 

 luster  onnota on of  hange

                                 

                                                                      

                                                             

                                         

 luster Societal Acceptance
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This comprises on the one hand transparency of data on which policies are grounded, from which their targets and 

func oning principles are derived, and how their e ec veness and posi ve impact (not only regarding target achievement 

 ut also on other relevant parameters like contri u on to economic welfare) can  e measured and e plained  On the 
other hand it calls for dialogue and par cipa on formats for all relevant stakeholders and stakeholder groups which need 

to  e reached for ensuring the success of these policies, through their understanding,  uy  in or at least for managing 

e pecta ons 

                 

Policies need to ensure more than so far that  usiness cases can evolve, which do not remain in market niches  ut  ecome 
mainstream through ampli ca on and cost degression   ommunica on needs to focus not only on the (energy and thus 
cost ) saving aspect of energy e ciency measures,  ut stress more the overarching poten al for op mi ing produc on 
processes (and thus also reduce resource input and, more importantly, op mi e  nancial performance)   eyond the area 
of energy policy, also the role of educa on, training and upskilling needs to  e understood as key factor for economic 
success, which should  e addressed in cross sectoral ( e g energy AND educa on) policy packages 

                            
                    

Phases of economic and technological changes in industrial socie es typically come along with scep cism and fear 
(whether to  e on the winning or losing side of change), which can signi cantly delay or even o struct poli cal 
reforms  Therefore, for the success of the energy transi on as part of the overall decar oni a on of the economy, it is 
re uired to generate on macro level a posi ve connota on of change, showcasing economic chances and making 
transparent the  alance of e pected gains and losses  On a more detailed level, preferences and needs of end 
consumers regarding their willingness to adopt new technologies need to  e analy ed, to  nd a reasona le  alance 
 etween actually re uired  nancial support and their poten al replacement  y image factors of technologies and 
economic  ehaviour 

The role of technological research and innova on as an agent and promotor of change in society needs to  e fully 
understood  Also here, it is recommended to esta lish comprehensive policy packages ( e g energy AND research 
policies)  eyond the  oundaries of tradi onal policy areas 

                   

Target groups need to  e analy ed for their respec ve vulnera ili es and strengths, in order to  nd out where 
 nancial compensa ons for acceptance are really re uired and where not, thus avoiding a fatal  race for the highest 
compensa on   This comes along with a thoroughly prepared e pecta on management on the meaning and impact of 
a  just  transi on   here change is to  e triggered  y price e ects, e g through a  O  ta , par cular focus must  e 
laid on communica ng the re ated price increase and the level of compensa on depending on the social status 
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 Ukraine crisis shows  poten al of EE for energy security high  ut not taken 
serious

 In the e pert survey, energy security has  een ranked low

 Same in the stakeholder workshops   elief in market forces outweighed 
speci c energy security measures

 Recogni on dominated  y supply side ( this is the real stu  )

 EE seen as the  li le sister 

 Gas dependence so high due to lack of strategic planning for supply

 Also under market condi ons unreasona le (too low diversi ca on)

 If now strategic planning is taken up, EE must get an appropriate role


